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1. INTRODUCTION
The Brocco-Matic team presents a unique design to eliminate the oversized broccoli floret
problem facing Gold Coast Packing Inc. Gold Coast Packing Inc. is a well established vegetable
growing, harvesting, processing, packaging, warehousing and distribution company that has
grown to meet the large customer demand for quality vegetables. Food quality and safety are an
integral part of their entire process from start to finish which must be reflected in our design.
The problem facing Gold Coast is that oversized broccoli florets are making it from the fields
where they are harvested into the crates which are to be packaged and sold.

Gold Coast‘s problem is that oversized broccoli florets, a byproduct of the cutting method used
in harvesting the broccoli in the field, are getting mixed in with packages that are supposed to
contain only certain sized florets. Gold Coast’s customers desire three different sizes of broccoli.
The broccoli sizes by floret diameter are; pizza cut (0.75-1.25 in), mini cut (1.00-1.75 in), and
regular cut (1.5- 2.25 in). Gold Coast has added six to eight workers to their production line to
sort out and break down the oversized florets due to customer complaints. However, many
customers are still not satisfied with the inconsistency in the size of the florets. The hand sorting
method currently in use is not an efficient utilization of resources and is costing approximately
$200,000 dollars annually in labor. To increase the efficiency of the plant, Gold Coast has hired
the Brocco-Matic team of four mechanical engineers to develop a machine to automatically cut
the broccoli florets into smaller pieces which can be re-introduced to the sorting process and
dispersed within the non-cut broccoli of corresponding sizes.

As senior level mechanical engineering students at Cal Poly we, the Brocco-Matic team, have
built a skill set enabling us to utilize a formal design process on a real life manufacturing
problem. The process that we followed began with fully understanding the problem and defining
the project objectives. The group has been to the plant and taken a tour where much insight was
gained into how the broccoli is currently being packaged and sorted. Since then, the team
members have brainstormed ideas, devised solutions, constructed schedules, formed informative
tables, and done background research to check feasibility of ideas. Research was done on the
existing solutions to cutting broccoli automatically. There were three designs found that
mechanically cut broccoli florets into smaller pieces, but none satisfied the requirements of this
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application. The existing designs were analyzed in detail and served as inspiration for developing
a more suitable solution to our specific problem.

After evaluating all ideas and designs using decision matrices and a Quality Function
Deployment analysis, the team has developed a design that theoretically satisfies all of the
objectives determined in the analysis. The team’s design consists of stationary water jets
strategically positioned over thin horizontal conveyors with angled guide rails running along
their length. A broccoli holder attachment is mounted to the conveyor surface between the two
guiderails. The broccoli holder positions the broccoli horizontally with the stem facing the rear
and keeps it from moving under the force of the jets during the high speed cutting process. This
concept will be presented in detail.

2. OBJECTIVES
Our goal was to create a machine to effectively cut oversized broccoli florets into smaller more
saleable sized pieces while maintaining the “look” of broccoli. To determine the design criteria
and engineering specifications we used the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) method and
constructed a chart called a house of quality which can be seen in appendix B.

The QFD

analysis we performed enabled us to analyze all of our customer needs and to set forth the
engineering specifications required to meet these needs. We quantified how well our
competition, or benchmarks, are currently meeting the needs of the customer in all areas of the
design specifications.

The design specifications were formulated after a meeting with Albert Gonzalez, project sponsor
and operations manager for Gold Coast Packing, and taking a tour of the facility in Santa Maria,
California. The machine must fit into the allowable space of 6’ x 12’ and be able to be integrated
into the existing manufacturing process at Gold Coast Packing. The production ready machine
must be made of food-grade quality materials (stainless steel, sealed motors, water-proof
housings, etc.). The process must be automatic and require the least amount of user input
possible; at most two people to load the device and one operator. The automation of the machine
may utilize PLCs (program logic controllers) and should have a simple user interface. The
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machine must have warning indicators to help avoid damage to any of its components that could
incur potential lapses in production of the plant. The machine must be able to accommodate
various sized florets with stem widths from 0.75-1.25 in and lengths from 1-3.5 in. The quality of
the cuts must be high enough to maintain a shelf life of 16 days from the time it is cut at
temperatures between 28 and 38 degrees Fahrenheit. The cutting process can leave no residual
material in the food (metal shavings etc.) and must be in accordance with state and federal food
administration regulations. The machine should have as few moving parts and complicated
linkages as possible to increase its reliability. The machine must be easy to clean and sanitize
without risk of damage to components. All areas of the machine with rotating parts or cutting
tools must have safety mechanisms to prevent injury to users or people near the machine. The
safety guards around the cutting area should be transparent to allow the operator to see any
obstructions affecting the performance of the machine. Two required safety features are an
emergency kill switch and an automatic shut off for the housing around the cutting mechanism
safety door. Many other safety considerations will be taken into account and addressed as the
design approaches a more detailed state. The machine must be operating at an acceptable rate to
meet or exceed the desired production level of 4,500 pounds per hour.

These specifications were formulated by comparing the customer’s needs to the engineering
specifications. A table of the most pertinent engineering requirements is shown in Table 1. After
discussing our project objectives with our sponsor we found that if our design can meet these
objectives we will have satisfied their need.

To meet the desired production rate of 4,500 lb/hr, the conveyors will need to run at
approximately 2.5 ft/s which could make the loading a difficult task. To make the machine more
user friendly and easy to operate, the conveyor will have a variable speed control system with
various production rates on the adjustment knob. This leads to the requirement that the
conveyor’s speed be adjustable. When the plant is seeing a high percentage of large florets the
conveyor could be sped up. In the times of maximum production there may also be a need for
more workers to load the florets due to the increased conveyor speed. The need for more workers
to achieve maximum production was discussed with Gold Coast Packing, and agreed to this as
long as we use less human resources than the current method to accomplish the job.
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Table 1. Broccoli Floret Cutting Device Formal Requirements
Spec
#

Parameter
Description

1

Machine Size

2

Variable Sized Floret
Holder

3

Production Level

4

Sanitary Process

Requirement Target
fits in 8' x 12' space
stem width .75" - 1.25"
stem length 1" - 3.5"
floret diameter 2.25" 3.75"
4500lb/hr
FDA approval
water jet cutter
stainless steel
cold chlorinated filtered
water
no oil, sealed motors

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

Max

L

A,I

±.5 in.

L

A,T,I

Min

H

A,T

0

H

A,S,I

0

H

A,T,S,

5

Food Grade Materials

6

Cutting System

Water jets

n/a

H

7

Cut Quality

Min

M

T

8

Easy to Operate

16 day shelf life
one or two buttons
touch screen display?
programmed logic
controllers (PLC)

Flexible

M

A

9

Automated

n/a

M

A,T,I

10

Reliable

0

H

A,T

0

H

A,T

11

Safe

Conveyor system
warning lights and
sensors
emergency shut-off
safety glass around cutting
area
auto-shut off for blade door

A,T

*Risk Ratings: High (H), Medium (M), Low (L)
*Compliance Ratings: Analysis (A), Testing (T), Similarity to Existing (S), Inspection (I)
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3. BACKGROUND
The design that has been chosen is a result of a progression of realizations about the effects of
the water-jet cutting on the other components of the system. Once water-jets were determined to
be the cutting mechanism for our design, we gathered as much information on their operation
and constraints as we could, but have not been able to physically witness a system in operation
which limited our understanding of the jet’s power. The main constraint of using water jets as a
cutting mechanism is the damage the jets will cause to any material that is exposed to the ultrahigh pressure jets. According to information provided by Flow Corp., a jet pressure of 45 kpsi is
required to cut through broccoli at the desired speed. Anything that comes into contact with the
water jet stream will become a consumable item. In a correspondence with the Flow Corp. sales
representative, Harold Grunenberg, he said “1/4 inch thick stainless steel would be cut through
within 15 minutes of constant exposure at 40 kpsi”. This constraint greatly limits where the jets
can be positioned and how the broccoli can be introduced to the cutting stream.

3.1.

Conveyor

One of the most critical components of the system is the conveyor. Many belt conveyors have
been examined as possible solutions with an emphasis being placed on their compliance with
food industry regulations. The best choice for this application is a stainless steel belt conveyor.
The stainless steel belt is strong and designed for maximum life.

The most attractive

characteristic of stainless steel in regards to this project is its corrosion resistance. Stainless steels
corrosion resistance comes from a protective film of chromium-rich oxide. According to the
European Stainless Steel Development Association, stainless steels contain a minimum of 1.2%
carbon and 10.5% chromium. The amount of each metal will vary for with the different grades.
Because broccoli does not release strong acids like other vegetables such as tomatoes, the
mixture of these metals can be a minimized, reducing the total cost of the project. Another
important characteristic of stainless steel is the ability to be formed as smooth surfaces. The
hardness of this material helps maintain smooth surfaces for longer time periods. This
characteristic prevents the accumulation of bio-films which can present a hygiene hazard and a
problem with the health authorities. As an extension of the senior design project, an analysis of
sizing a motor, belt, and pulleys was done in our Mechanical Design class. The analysis was
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done using an engineering design guide provided by Belt Technologies to aid engineers in
roughly sizing a conveyor. The conveyor systems fabricated by Belt Technologies are of high
quality. Each design is custom engineered with the help of a conveyor specialist engineer. Belt
Technologies manufactures food grade conveyors with high life belts and can even implement
belt attachments into the design, such as the broccoli holders. Belt Technology has been chosen
as the most innovative and knowledgeable company providing the most engineering resources to
develop our own design. Literature on their conveyor systems can be found in the appendix H.

Recently, through KMT Waterjet, a contact was made with Skip Reynolds. Mr. Reynolds is an
experienced expert in the water-jet cutting industry and has cut many different vegetables in
various conveyor configurations. Mr. Reynolds has been eager to help us in the development of
our design. The team held two conference calls with him where he provided the answers to
questions regarding the use of water-jet cutting and its constraints. After the conferences with
Mr. Reynolds he requested samples of broccoli florets so he could better understand our problem
and conduct testing to demonstrate how to position and hold the broccoli as it is cut. Mr.
Reynolds replied with four videos showing broccoli being cut by a translating vertical jet. The
tests that Mr. Reynolds performed showed that without any support the broccoli would move
when struck by the jet, but when slight support was given on both sides of a floret it did not
move at all. Mr. Reynolds manually rotated the floret 90 degrees along its centroidal axis after
the first cut and made another cut to show how the quartered florets would look. The four
broccoli sections appeared to be cleanly cut and in the configuration desired by Gold Coast.
More details of these results are discussed in the testing section of this report.

3.2.

Pump

The hydraulic system consists of an electric motor, a hydraulic pump, an oil reservoir, and an
intensifier. The electric motor drives the hydraulic pump. This pump moves oil from the
reservoir and pressurizes it to 3,000 psi. This pressurized oil is then sent to one side of the
intensifier, which is a reciprocating pump formed by two parts, a hydraulic piston and a plunger.
The oil is pressurized by the hydraulic piston; while the plunger pressurizes the water to the
desired conditions. The intensifier is a key component in the water cutting system because it
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pressurizes the filtered tap water. The compression ratio of the intensifier is 20, thus the pressure
of the water is 20 times that of the pressure of the oil. The ratio of the piston area to the plunger
area is the intensification ratio.

To maintain the intensifier to its efficient working conditions, its hydraulic piston and seals must
be replaced at minimum every 1,000 hrs of continuous operation, or when water leaks past the
plunger or oil past the piston. A brief calculation in appendix A shows how often the intensifier
parts will need replacement given the intended hours of operation.

The hydraulic system chosen is the SL-V E-50 KMT pump with the following dimensions:
Length: 68”, width: 36”, height: 49.2’’, and a weight of 2,615 lbs. This pump is capable of
operating at a maximum pressure of 55 kpsi and a maximum water flow rate of 1gpm. KMT
practices efficiently by manufacturing parts for new pump designs compatible with old designs.
The overall size of the system is determined by the number of jets and the cutting pressure
required. The SL-V E-50 pump provides enough flow to run eight .005 inch diameter jets at 50
kpsi simultaneously. During the operation this pump will generate 75dB of noise which is below
the limit of 90dB in a working environment.

The water used in the cutting process is internally filtered within the hydraulic system before it is
pressurized and delivered to the cutting nozzles. The filtering process removes the minerals from
the tap water that can potentially damage the nozzles and intensifier. Due to the high pressures
in the hydraulic system this type of pump requires 3gpm of un-pressurized tap water for cooling
purposes.

3.3.

Water Jet Nozzles

In this project, Pneumatic valves (water only cutting valves) are the most suitable nozzles. This
type of nozzle consists of a nozzle tube, valve nut, pneumatic valve, and an actuator. High
pressure filtered water is forced through the tip of the nozzle tube which contains a sapphire,
ruby, or diamond to form a powerful cutting water jet. The total length of this type of nozzle
varies from 4” to 15” and the actuator diameter is about 4”. There are two types of pneumatic
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valves, normally open and normally closed. The normally open pneumatic valves require air
pressure to close the valve where as the normally closed pneumatic valves require air pressure to
open the valve. The normally closed type inhibits the jets from discharging if air pressure within
the valve system is lost for any reason. The proposed design will use normally closed valves due
to the extra safety advantages they provide. The nozzles are easy to assemble and disassemble,
making maintenance less of a chore. After 500 hrs of operation, a technician must inspect the
nozzles for damaged o-rings, damaged parts inside the actuator, and worn nozzle tubes.

4. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
To develop this design an iterative design process was followed. The design process was used to
structure and document the evolution of the design. The first phase in this process was to
understand all aspects of the problem. To understand Gold Coasts problem of oversized florets
the team visited the plant to met the clients, surveyed the working space, and gained insight from
the current process. The working conditions in the plant were cold and wet; these conditions
must be considered in the selection of components and materials. The working space where this
machine is to be run borders another conveyor and a walkway where workers will be present.
Meeting with Mr. Gonzalez and hearing his vision of the solution gave us a better understanding
of what the desired outcome of this project was. All of the information Mr. Gonzalez provided
led us to formulate a set of customer requirements.
We then applied a method called Quality Function Deployment. The QFD method originated in
Japan during the 1960’s to streamline manufacturing processes. It can be described as a “method
to transform user demands into design quality, to deploy the functions forming quality, and to
deploy methods for achieving the design quality into subsystems and component parts, and
ultimately to specific elements of the manufacturing process” as described by its founder, Dr.
Yoji Akao (Wikipedia).
The result of the QFD analysis performed was a table called a house of quality. A house of
quality defines the relationship between customer desires and the capabilities of the team to meet
these desires by implementing specific engineering requirements. The existing competitors were
also rated on a flat scale to see if they met the design specifications developed to meet the
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customer desires. This method showed whether we would be able to meet the customer needs
with the engineering specifications we had come up with, and if not, lead to better and more
detailed engineering specifications. The house of quality and a description of how to interpret it
can be seen in Appendix B.

The second phase of our design process was idea generation to work toward potential solutions.
In the preliminary stages of this phase no ideas are bad and quantity of ideas is the main focus.
Our group held many sessions amongst ourselves, peer-groups, and with our advisor to sample as
many different minds as possible. This technique was used as we iterated the process and new
design challenges were encountered.

To evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of ideas, categories were developed that encompassed
a number of concepts, such as cutting mechanisms. Next, all of the ideas that fit into a given
category were put into decision matrices and rated as better, worse, or equal to a selected datum.
Each concept was given a score relative to the datum and the top three scores were considered
relevant. Even if an idea didn’t get the winning score we looked at its strong points to see why it
made it into the top ranking category and at its week points to understand why it was not the top
choice. This method allowed us to split the overall design into succinct sub-assemblies or
processes that could be quantitatively compared to one another. We broke the process into five
main categories and compiled our top ranked concepts in each category to construct our current
concept. As we developed our concept we contacted Mr. Gonzalez to receive feedback regarding
how well our ideas met his needs as well as some guidance to the resources and networks which
he has available to him. Mr. Gonzalez was an important resource to us and his input was
necessary to make the optimum design.

Our team had various levels for evaluating and approving changes and ideas for the design. We
met two to three times a week as a team to discuss our ideas and the direction we as a team
wished to progress in. In these meetings we determined our priorities and choose specific
tasks/focuses for each member as an individual. Advisor meetings were held once a week. The
advisor meetings served as a bouncing board for ideas with our advisor Dr. Meagher. Dr.
Meagher has much more experience in the engineering field and provided insight and advice
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necessary to our success. When we felt we had reached a turning point in the design we would
hold a meeting with Mr. Gonzalez and the company manager John Shafer to see if we were
meeting our customer’s desires. In the meetings at Gold Coast the best designs were presented
via power point and discussed with the sponsor. The outcome was feedback from the sponsor to
choose which design to pursue and continue to develop.

After a design was selected as a top choice we split up tasks and researched all aspects of the
design. Components were selected and costs determined. We would share our findings in the
weekly meetings and perform the calculations to size components and spec out the design. We
would then incorporate the individual parts of the design to one conglomerate component and
iterate this process for the next component of the system.

5. DECISION MAKING PROCESS
A series of decision matrices were used to aid in the rating of the best ideas. A decision matrix is
a useful way of rating ideas against one another, and it helps to see the benefits and shortfalls of
each idea. The decision matrix compares the customer’s requirements with each individual idea
obtained for the project. We focused on five categories and made a decision matrix for each one.
The decision matrices can be seen in appendix D.

The first category analyzed was the cutting mechanism. All of the ideas for how to break apart or
cut the broccoli were taken and put into a decision matrix where they were rated relative to a
datum. A datum is a competitive concept which the other concepts are compared to. To put more
emphasis on certain traits a weight factor was applied.

The datum that all other cutting

mechanisms were compared to was high pressure water-jet cutting. The most heavily weighted
characteristics were cut quality, safety, and speed. The other two top ideas were to use either
stationary blades with broccoli being introduced via rotating motion or a wire cutting mechanism
that will cut in an “X” shape. Neither of the other two top ideas was determined superior to
water-jet cutting. This matrix verified that water-jet cutting is superior to all other cutting
mechanisms.
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The second category analyzed was how to move the broccoli into the cutting mechanism. This
determined what was possible and what other mechanisms would need to be assessed. The datum
for positioning and moving the broccoli was sliding the broccoli into a tube and letting it be
positioned by gravity as it was cut in the crossfire of two perpendicular water-jets. There were
three concepts obtained from this matrix. The first concept was a system of moving cups with
stationary jets. The down fall of this system is that the rim of the moving cups would come into
contact with the water jets. The second was a system consisting of a C-shaped stationary rail
conveyor with stationary jets. This system could actually work, but is not very adjustable. The
third is a system utilizing a V-shaped conveyor with stationary jets. For our design solution we
have utilized the desirable aspects of our top three concepts to develop a hybrid conveyor
assembly.

The third area analyzed was, the material of the conveyor. The primary requirements were
customizability, durability and safety. Customizability is essential because no existing conveyor
suites our needs. The lack of existing solutions means that no matter which cutting mechanism or
broccoli holding device is chosen the conveyor will need to be customized to fit our application.
Three conveyors that currently exist and could be modified to meet our needs are the slat-belt
conveyor, parallel conveyors with gaps between the tracks (slotted conveyor), and the stainless
steel belt conveyor. The slotted conveyor allows for the water jet to never contact the conveyor
surface. The slotted conveyor was shown to be the best choice. The company who made the
stainless steel belt conveyors was contacted as the materials they use were most desirable. For
the final design we choose to use the stainless steel belt conveyors manufactured by Belt
Technologies in a slotted conveyor configuration. The custom design options offered by Belt
Technologies make this the best choice.

After analyzing the conveyors, we looked at how to hold the broccoli in horizontal position as it
is being moved under the water jets. This mechanism must be very adjustable and able to fit
various sized florets. The stem support holders must be very reliable and simple so that they can
function in wet conditions. Many designs were constructed within Solid Works that may satisfy
these requirements, but the final decision of which holder to use was based on testing.
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The decision matrices helped in sorting out the most essential processes to be performed, and
these matrices allowed us to categorize our ideas. This was useful to verify our intuition and to
focus our attention on the ideas with the most potential so that we may develop an innovative
design solution.

6. SATISFYING THE OBJECTIVES
Our current concept uses high-pressured water jets as the cutting mechanism. After meeting
several times with Gold Coast, we agreed to use the cutting system from KMT Industries. The
water jet cutting system consists of a high pressure pump, an intensifier, shielded stainless steel
tubing, a control system, and cutting heads. The high-pressure pump has many features that
satisfy our objectives.

The pump has a built in emergency shutoff as well as sensors for the inlet pressure, oil level, and
oil temperature. All of the existing safety features add to the design and provide a safer simpler
system. The jets will be placed in stationary positions and enclosed in a plexi-glass and metal
structure. This structure will damp the sound of the jets and form a safety barrier to prohibit
operators from being harmed. To dissipate the energy of the water-jets, a tank will be added to
the conveyor. This tank will contain a column of water of 36” deep to absorb the energy of the
water jets and make it no longer a danger to people in its vicinity. Any access to the jet cutting
area will be outfitted with interlocks to shut the machine off if the door is opened. The stationary
positions of the jets and the interlocked safety housing will provide the safety needed in a
working environment. The noise of the water jets will be damped to a suitable level by the safety
housing.

The quality of cuts should be superior to any other cutting or breaking apart method. Breaking
the broccoli by hand releases energy when breaking the atomic bonds and leads to decreased
shelf life. The quality of cuts will need to be tested to verify the previous speculation. The waterjet cutting system causes minimal losses with a jet diameter of approximately 0.005 inches;
maximizing its efficiency.
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KMT Waterjet was contacted regarding leasing a water jet cutting system so that we could
experiment with the various broccoli holding devices and cut configurations. This unit cost
$7,680 to rent for one month. The unit and the proposal summary can be seen in the appendix E.
This cost estimate includes set up plumbing and other pre-installation requirements necessary to
run a water-jet cutting system.

The scope of this project does not allow time to fabricate a conveyor. To satisfy the time
constraint the team developed a detailed design layout and sized all the components so that the
design specifications could be sent to a company specializing in conveyors. The company
chosen, Belt Technologies, specializes in stainless steel belt conveyors and has supplied many
engineering resources to aid in the design of the conveyor system. The stainless steel belt
conveyor would not allow any microbes to grow or contaminants to be stored on the surface;
thus the design will meet the strict hygienic requirements of the food industry. The stainless steel
belt conveyors are custom engineered to operate for one million plus cycles, satisfying the
requirements of this industrial high cycle application.

The stainless steel belt conveyor can be customized to accommodate broccoli holding
attachments. Testing must be performed to verify the broccoli holding attachments size and
shape. The broccoli holding attachment will provide the support to keep the broccoli stationary
during cutting. It has been proposed that each holder have two height levels so that the smaller
florets may be positioned on the higher side of the broccoli holder. By raising the level of the
broccolis center it would provide for more uniform sized pieces by putting the center of the
broccoli closer to the intersection of the X jet pattern.

To achieve Gold Coast’s desired product of quartered florets two stationary jets on each
conveyor will form an X in the plane parallel to the diameter of the floret. The jets will utilize the
motion of the conveyor to make the cuts by passing the broccoli through the two cutting streams.
One jet will be firing down to the left from the above right of the belt while the other will be
firing down and to the right from the above left side of the belt. The jets will be angled 45-75
degrees from vertical in opposite directions. This jet configuration in combination with the
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broccoli holders and the conveyor will provide the simplest means of quartering the broccoli
using high pressure water-jets.

Two V-shaped guide rails run parallel with the conveyor on either side of the belt to keep the
broccoli on the conveyor after it is cut. Even if the broccoli starts to fall out of position it will be
rebounded off the guide rails and remain in the holder. The guide rail will ensure that the
broccoli does not fall off during conveyance or cutting.

The conveyor will facilitate the high and low rates of production by having a variable frequency
drive. The drive will allow for the speed adjustment to meet the varying production rates
incurred with the changing of the seasons. The conveyor will fit in the desirable space and the
frame will be designed to consolidate and simplify the whole system as a singular unit. The
conveyor will be made of stainless steel and have sealed motors so that it will not corrode or
deteriorate in the cold moist environment of the processing facility. The conveyor with
components will serve as the base for the entire device.

7. SAFETY
Safety has been analyzed in depth as it is one of the main concerns in the development of this
project and being taken into account in every possible aspect to ensure employee safety. The two
areas with higher risk injuries are the cutting area and the conveyor with its respective
components.

7.1.

Cutting Area

The cutting area will be enclosed by a stainless steel enclosure called the safety housing. The
safety housing will work as sound and physical safety barrier between the water jets and the
operators. The safety housing will function as a safety barrier to prohibit operators from being
harmed. The housing will have clear Plexiglas windows to help operators supervise the cutting
process. Minimizing the number of doors on the housing will reduce the access points to the
cutting area increasing the safety of the operators by impeding the entrance of any object. The
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safety housing will be designed to be accessed by only authorized personnel in possession of a
key to open the lock. The housing will be hinged on one side and open in a clam-shell fashion
around the horizontal axis of the conveyor. The interlocks on the housing will be synced to a
master shut off switch. If the housing is opened it will shut every component off. In addition to
interlock sensors two emergency shut off buttons will be implemented. There will be an
emergency shutoff switch on each side of the conveyor frame. Having one switch on each side of
the conveyor will enable quick stopping in the case of an emergency no matter which side the
operator is on.

The safety housing will also function as sound damping device. According to our water system
supplier, Skip Reynolds, the water jet stream will make sounds of approximately 120 decibels
(dB). An example of 120 dB sound is the sound produced from a jack hammer. A jack hammer is
one of the examples shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Noise levels comparison chart

The article OSHA’s Noise Standard Define Hazard, Protection explains that a person’s hearing
can be damaged from a continuous exposure to 90dB sound. Table 2 shows the maximum time a
person can be exposed to a specific noise level daily. According to figure 1 exposure to the water
jet’s sound for an 8 hour shift requires a noise reduction mechanism to prevent damage to the
operator’s hearing. The safety housing will reduce the noise from the water jets by damping it as
it passes through the Plexiglas sound barrier.
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Table 2. Allowable Noise exposures for various durations
Duration
Per Day
(Hours)
8.0
6.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.3

7.2.

Sound
Level
(dB)
90
92
95
97
100
102
105
110
115

Water Jets and Water Bath

The water jets will be mounted in stationary positions at experimentally determined cutting
angles and enclosed in the safety housing. A built in safety mechanism of the water jet nozzles is
a normally closed valve (NC Valve). An NC valve is a valve that requires pressurized air to be
actuated and remain in the open position. This type of valve ensures that if there is a loss of air
pressure the valve will automatically shut off. The valve also serves to protect the high-pressure
components from rapid pressure changes by acting as a pressure regulator. This valve prevents
an unexpected discharge of water from the water jets increasing the safety of the system.
Clamping mounting brackets should be taken into consideration to ensure stability on the water
jets. In order to dissipate the energy of the water-jets, a water bath will be implemented. The
water bath will contain a volume of water with a depth of 36” to dissipate the pressurized
streams of water and make it no longer a danger to people in its vicinity. This water bath will be
firmly mounted and aligned with the path of the water jets.

7.3.

Conveyor and Components
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The conveyor will be the primary mover of the broccoli in conjunction with many rotating and
translating parts that could potentially cause harm if not properly protected. Guards and other
safety mechanisms such as safety switches and speed monitor relays will complete the safety
requirements for the conveyor. The thickness of the conveyors belt is 0.001-0.01 inches. Belts
this thin will be very sharp so guards will be attached along its edges to prevent cuts while
loading or working on the conveyor. The shafts, pulleys and rotary mechanisms will be covered
by shrouds to prevent people from getting loose clothing or extremities caught in them. Bilingual
signs will be placed in visible locations on the system to warn operators of possible hazards.
Some potential warning labels are : “DO NOT OPEN HOUSING WHILE OPERATING”, “DO
NOT PUT ANYTHING OTHER THAN BROCCOLI IN THE CONVEYOR”,”DANGER JET
CONTACT MAY CAUSE AMPUTATION OF EXTREMITIES”, etc. A Spanish operations
manual with warnings will be provided for simple trouble shooting and basic machine operation
due to the multicultural work environment.

The hydraulic cutting system comes with some integrated safety mechanisms. This system
includes an integrated emergency shutoff switch to shut off the pressure in the water lines. The
system will be bolted to the ground to prevent it from moving.

8. CURRENT DESIGN LAYOUT
After much iteration in the design process the team has developed a design incorporating all of
the most desirable attributes of the various designs. The three main components of the design
are a horizontal conveyor system, a water-jet holding assembly, and a safety housing. The
horizontal conveyor system consists of four parallel belts and V-shaped guide rails. A model
view of the system is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 22. Exploded view of conveyor assembly

The conveyor will be the base of the entire machine. The frame of the conveyor will allow for all
other parts of the system to be integrated into one conglomerate unit. The conveyor itself will be
driven by four motors all wired to the same controller and synced to run at the same speed. The
motors will be a variable speed AC motors to pair with the variable frequency controller. The
four drive pulleys will have an eight inch diameter. To support the loaded conveyor belts there
will be a slide rail low friction surface underneath of them ((Figure 3).
). The slide rail will provide
the rigidity
idity needed and minimize the stresses on the belt by supporting the load on the
conveyor’s belt.
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Figure 3. Conveyor Slide Rail and V-Shape Bracket Support

The frame of the conveyor will incorporate guiderails on either side of each belt. The guiderails
will keep the broccoli on the conveyors before and after it is cut. Testing must be conducted to
determine the most effective shape and height of the guiderails, but at this time the guiderails
will be modeled as a V-shaped surface that will accommodate the variation in floret diameters.
The V will be formed by two angled pieces of stainless steel positioned on either side of the belt.
The V will be supported by and mounted to two members running perpendicular to the
conveyors and at a height just below that of the belt relative to the frame (Figure 3). The gap
between the rails and the conveyor will be minimized to avoid anything being caught in it and
potentially jamming the machine or injuring someone. The guiderails will each have one angled
hole in them on the cutting end of the conveyor. This hole will coincide with the angle of the
water jet and allow the water jet to pass through the frame and into a water bath. This water bath
will dissipate the energy of the water jets.

The ultra high pressured water jets will be positioned above the conveyors firing down at an
angle. The jets will be off-set slightly in the conveyor’s longitudinal direction so that they do not
intersect. The jet on right side of the conveyor belt will fire down and to the left and the one on
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the left will fire down to the right (Figure 4). In this fashion, the jets will form an X in the path of
the horizontally conveyed broccoli. The X configuration of the jets will quarter the broccoli
florets as they pass through the cutting streams. The height of the jets intersection will be set to
the perfect height so that both the smallest floret and largest floret will be cut into quarters. There
will be a variation in size, but this variation is acceptable as the cut florets will be re-introduced
to the sorting process before packaging. The water jets will be mounted using a bracket that will
hold them stationary. The bracket will be mounted to a truss like structure bolted to the conveyor
frame and spanning the width of the conveyor above the belts. The jet holding assembly will be
rigid and all parts will be firmly affixed to avoid any misalignment or shifting during use.

Figure 4. Water-Jet Orientation and Possible Pattern

A rectangular water bath will be positioned under the conveyors to catch and dissipate the ultra
high pressure water jets. The bath will be three feet deep and will extend the entire width of the
conveyor frame. The bath will be ten inches wide allowing a minimum of a four inch safety
margin on either side of the two jets.

The safety housing will consist of a metal frame with plexi-glass sides. The plexi-glass will be
see-through so that the cutting zone may be monitored by operators. The housing will be
mounted to the conveyor frame and provide a safety barrier around the entire cutting zone with
no access points. One side of the housing will be hinged so that the entire unit may be lifted off
away from the jets for maintenance and cleaning. There will be an interlock mechanism on the
un-hinged side to prevent access when open.
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9. COST ANALYSIS OF CURRENT DESIGN
Gold Coast Packing is currently using manual labor to break the broccoli florets into smaller
segments. By tearing the florets, the size is reduced to the desired diameter. The current method
is not very efficient. For 8 workers at a cost of $25,000/year per worker Gold coast is spending
$200,000/year on the oversized floret problem. This means that if our system and operation costs
are less than $200,000 and the machine is equally effective as the manual labor, then the system
will pay for itself in its first year of operation. Once the initial investment is paid, the yearly
company savings will be the difference between the operation cost of the machine and the cost of
the manual labor.

Table 3. Cost of Water-Jet Components and Operation
Water Jet System
Description
Rough estimate ($)
Pump
67,000
Maintenance
5,000 (annually)
Water
8,000 (annually)
Electricity
11,000 (annually)
Operator
40,000 (annually)
Cutting Heads,
Tubing
45,000
INITIAL
TOTAL
112,000
ANNUAL
TOTAL
64,000
Table three shows the components of this project with their corresponding estimated costs. These
values were provided by Flow Corp. The maintenance will be performed by an offsite technician
from KMT or a trained plant technician. The water consumption is based on a volumetric flow
rate of 1gpm. An estimate water consumption and electricity usage is shown in appendix A.
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10. TESTING TO PROVE CONCEPT
To test the concept before proceeding to the final design of a production ready machine a testing
prototype was constructed. The goal of the testing prototype was to determine the optimal
parameters for the final design. To test the proposed cutting configuration a single lane conveyor
with the capability of attaching broccoli holders was constructed. The conveyor was designed in
conjunction with a jet positioning stage that allowed the jets to be adjusted vertically,
horizontally, and for their angular orientation to be varied. The water jet cutting system,
including the intensifier, nozzles, and all tubing to connect the system was leased from KMT
Water Jet for a period of one month. Leasing the water jet cutting system enabled us to observe
and test the performance and limitations of the cutting system. Skip Reynolds, the sales
technician from KMT, made a special visit to aid in the initial testing process and provided
guidance in implementing the system. Table 4 summarizes the parameters that were tested using
the prototype.
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Table 4. Parameters that were tested and method of approach to test the parameters
TESTING PARAMETER

TESTING METHOD
Run conveyor with holders attached and run jets. Observe
Determine Jet Angle
clearance of jets from holders and adjust incrementally to
provide the least contact with desired holding mechanism
Run conveyor with holder and broccoli. Observe where the
Determine Jet Stream
intersection lies and how the product looks after cutting.
Intersection Height
Adjust height to get intersection in center of average sized
floret and provide uniform sized pieces after cutting.
Determine best Broccoli Holding Attach various holders to the conveyor chain and observe
Mechanism
effects of cutting. Choose holder that provides most support
and least contact with the jet streams.
Run Conveyor with holders and broccoli. Adjust rails so that
they do not interfere with conveyance of broccoli but do
Determine Guide Rail Angle
provide guidance if a floret begins to fall out of holder.
Optimize friction by minimizing.
Determine Maximum Loadable
Speed of Conveyor

Run Conveyor with holders and have a person load machine
and place a floret in every holder. Survey and choose a
desirable speed.

Determine the gain from
frequency input to conveyor
speed

Perform timed trials for known length of conveyance to attain
velocity of conveyor belt as a function of input frequency.
Plot the points of speed vs. frequency and the slope of the line
is the gain.

Determine Experimental
Production Rate

Run conveyor at above determined angle and height with
optimal holder design and guide rail configuration. Perform
timed trial of cutting 10 lb of broccoli and multiply to find
hourly rate per lane.

Analyze Shelf Life after Water
Jet Cutting

Store clean cut broccoli in bags at a temperature of 39 degrees
and check the one bag every 4 days so that the final bag is 16
days old.

Determine Amount of Product
Weight Lost Due to Water Jet
Cutting

Weigh the product for the timed trial (approximately 10 lb)
before cutting and weigh the cut product produced.

Determine How to Dissipate
Water Jet Energy Safely

Observe length of energy core as jet stream processes from
nozzle tip and experiment with water bath or other catchers.
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10.1. Design
The prototype assembly shown in figure five was designed to be simple, safe, adjustable, and
rigid. The design requirements of the prototype shown in table 5 are based on the parameters
needing to be tested and the corresponding attributes of the final design layout.

Table 5. Prototype Design Requirements
REQUIREMENT

QUANTIFIABLE VALUE

Variable Velocity Belt
Adjustable Jet Angle
Adjustable Width Between Jets
Adjustable Jet Height
Attachment Capable Belt
Clearance for Broccoli Holders Around Shafts
Emergency Shut-Off
Safety Barrier Around Jets

0-4 ft/s
0-90 degrees
4-44 inches
8-36 inches
Chain link belt with attachment links
4x4in space around drive and follower shafts
Button Type
Plexi-Glass Shielding

Figure 5. Model (left) and Prototype (right) of single-lane conveyor with adjustable water-jet
cutting assembly.
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To satisfy the design requirements the model in figure five was constructed in solid works. The
prototype model shows the conveyor and adjustable jet holding assembly but does not show the
plexi-glass safety housing, the variable frequency motor controller, the emergency shut off, or
how the broccoli holders are attached to the chain link belt. The missing components will be
explained in the construction section.

10.2. Construction
10.2.1. Conveyor
The Conveyor was constructed by Rob, a technician employed by Gold Coast Packing. Rob was
provided the above listed design requirements along with a dimensioned drawing of figure six
the conveyor model. The conveyor frame was constructed from 2x2x.125 in plain steel tubing.
This tubing was chosen due to its rigidity, strength, and availability.

Figure 6. Conveyor Model

Rob had the attachment capable chain link belt shown in figure seven at his shop. The chain link
belt was chosen because it enabled the attachment of the broccoli holding mechanisms and was
readily available.
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Figure 7. Attachment capable chain link belt and drive gear

To size the components of the conveyor Rob used readily available nominal sized shafts, pulleys,
and couplings. Components were selected based on availability and cost and largely oversized
for the application to provide a robust machine. One inch diameter shafts were implemented with
a ¼ in keyway that was machined into the shafts after they were turned on a lathe. One inch
diameter block type ball bearings, shown in figure eight, were paired with the shafts to provide
smooth rolling motion.

Figure 8. Chain Link Conveying mechanism

The motor was from another conveyor and was readily available to Rob. The motor runs on 3phase 240 volt power and requires a special plug and thus outlet. It runs at a speed of 1725 rpm.
In order to achieve the desired conveyor speed a gear reducer was coupled, via a damping
coupler, between the motor and the drive shaft. The reduction ratio of the gear box is 10:1. Two
4.5in gears were attached to the drive and follower shafts with a 1/4in key way. The key way
allows the gears to be removed and produces a safety mechanism that if too much torque is
applied the keyway will yield before the shaft. This gear reduction provided a speed of
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approximately 2.5 ft/s when the motor was running at steady state speed. To vary the speed
manually, a variable frequency AC drive was attached between the motor and the power source.
An X4 AC Drive made by Vac On was chosen as they are in use within the plant already. This
drive allowed the conveyor’s speed to be manually adjusted throughout the range specified in
table 5. A picture of the AC drive is shown below in figure 9.

Figure 9. Variable frequency controller

10.2.2. Adjustable Jet Holding Assembly
The sizing of the nozzle bracket was based on the adjustment requirements of the system. The
first step was to satisfy the parameters described in table 5. After creating the drawing model of
the disk and brackets, the construction stage of this part started in the machine shop. A plain
carbon steel plate was taken to the CNC located in Mustang-60 shop to construct the disk and the
nozzle bracket.
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Figure 10. Disk and Nozzle Bracket Assembly

The nozzle holding mechanism included a slotted disk, and an L-bracket as shown in figure 10.
The slots on the disk were necessary to be CNC machined because of the circular geometry
required to adjust the angle of the jets and the main purpose of these slots is to rotate the disk at
any desired angle. The L-bracket was made of .25” steel plates. An arc of radius of 6” was also
CNC machined on the rectangular plate of the L-bracket so that it could be welded to the disk as
shown above. The nozzle bracket assembly was welded using MIG welding. It was predicted that
the thrust created by the jets would create small vibrations that could affect the cut quality and
introduce discrepancies on the cuts. A cross support not shown on the model but shown on the
prototyped was added to the L-bracket to avoid deflection.

10.2.3. Jet Holder Cross Member
The cross-member was made of plain carbon steel also and the slot in the center was made by
using the mill. The construction of the cross-member shown in figure eleven was a somewhat
difficult. While setting up the mill to construct this part in the mill, we did not mount the steel
plate properly. The support under the steel plate introduced torsion on the plate. As a result, the
tooling broke as the material heated due to thermal stress. To solve this problem, we change the
orientation of the place and used a single wooden support. Geometric description of this part is
included in the appendix of this report.
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Figure 11. Construction of the cross-member

10.2.4. Frame Characteristics
The main characteristic of the frame is its adjustability. The cutting heads were easy to adjust in
any desired direction. To achieve this requirement, the two disks allowed the nozzle mounts to
rotate at any angle needed to find the most efficient point for the x-shape cutting stream to cut
the florets. Figure twelve shows a CAD model to assemble all the CNC machined and welded
parts for the final prototype. The cross member and two disks provided freedom of adjustment in
the vertical, horizontal, and angular orientation. The cross-member shown in this figure allowed
the disks to be rotated in order for the jets to cut the floret in four even pieces.

The square tubing on the sides of this member also allowed adjusting the height of the
intersection of the stream of water to adjust to the average height of florets. The most efficient
angle and height are discussed in the result section of this report. As it is shown in figure twelve,
the construction of this assembly required CNC machining, milling, and MIG welding.
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Figure 12. Three Degrees of Freedom for Adjustability

The construction of most of our holders was done by rapid prototyping the CAD models we
created in SolidWorks. We accomplish this by saving the SolidWorks parts in .STL format and
then transferring this .STL files into the rapid prototype machine.

We also constructed other broccoli holders out off 1/8” galvanized steel sheets. We first drew the
desired broccoli holder shape on the galvanized sheet, and then we cut them using tin snips.
After we had a cut galvanized piece, we attached them to broccoli attaching links by either
gluing or riveting. After this attachment, we folded the galvanized cut shape in the best possible
way to accommodate various broccoli sizes.

The construction of the attaching links consisted of cutting and bending sheet metal. First, we cut
a long rectangular sheet of steel in strips of 1 inch wide; then we cut these strips of steel into
smaller rectangular pieces of 2 inches long. We made two 1/8” holes with a center to center
separation of 3/8” on each small rectangular piece. After making the holes, we made a 90° bend
on each rectangular piece in order to form a L-shape attaching links.
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11. RESULTS
Table 7. Summary of the tested parameters and results
TESTED PARAMETER
Determine Jet Angle

Determine Jet Stream
Intersection Height

Determine best Broccoli
Holding Mechanism

Determine Guide Rail Angle

Determine Maximum
Loadable Speed of Conveyor
Determine the gain from
frequency input to conveyor
speed
Determine Experimental
Production Rate
Analyze Shelf Life After
Water Jet Cutting
Determine Amount of Product
Weight Lost Due to Water Jet
Cutting
Determine How to Dissipate
Water Jet Energy Safely

Gold Coast Packing, Inc.

TESTING RESULTS
We obtained the good results with a jet angle of 60°
degrees. The broccoli was cut into 4 good size pieces,
and it had no interference with the conveyed broccoli.
The best jet stream intersection angle height obtained
was 1.6” above the top surface of the chain with a jet
angle of 60°.
The three petal broccoli holder made out of 1/8” folded
galvanized steel sheets seemed to work the best; they
offered great broccoli support and no water jet
interference.
Having the rails at angle of 60° had the best
performance. At this angle, the rails did not have too
much interference with the conveyed broccoli and kept
the broccoli from falling.
We concluded that a speed of 20 Hz is a reasonable
speed to load the broccoli into the conveyor.

We determined a gain of 0.0889 ft/s/Hz from the
frequency input to the conveyor speed.
We obtained a production rate of 138.4lb/hr per row and
a production rate of 553.4 lb/hr for 4 rows. This
production rate needs improvement to satisfy the desired
production rate.
The water jet cuts had a better appearance than the blade
cuts after 16 days. All the analyzed samples satisfied the
required 16 day shelf life.
We found a 7.55% broccoli weight lost due to the water
jet cutting; therefore, we need to reduce this percentage
weight loss even more.
The length of the fish line is about 3 inches, and from
our observations we determined that a dissipation tank
would be unnecessary since the uniform jet breaks into
fine mist with increasing diameter. Now we need a
solution to deal with the dispersed jet of mist.
12.
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12.1. Cut quality
While we tested the testing assembly, Gold Coast performed shelf life analysis on the cut
broccoli in order to determining the cut quality. During the testing, the pump supplied each water
jet with a pressure of 45,000 psi and the orifice diameter of each nozzle was .005”. We mostly
spent time on the angle orientation and position of the jets. As we changed the orientation we
also tried to increase the stability of the broccoli and reduce the vibration of the broccoli as it
passed under the jets for achieving better cleaner cuts. Gold Coast performed their shelf life
analysis on the several broccoli cut samples in order to find the cut quality. This shelf life
procedure lasted 16 days and we obtained results from Gold Coast at 13 days. At 13 days the
broccoli tested was slightly moist (dry water cut edges), well graded, good body, good color, fair
cut (occasional spotting on cut ends), and released no odor. The water jet cuts had better
appearance than the cut done with blades during harvesting and we can see this from figure
thirteen. Based on the 16 day shelf life analysis performed by Gold Coast, the broccoli samples
cut by our testing set up successfully met the desired 16 shelf life. By reducing the chain
vibration and by improving the broccoli holders even more we can get an even better cut quality.

Figure 13. Broccoli shelf life samples at day 6 blades and water cut comparison
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12.2. Holding Mechanism
We built and designed eleven broccoli holders based on engineering logic. Nine of the eleven
broccoli holders were rapid prototyped because some of them have complex surfaces that
conform to the shape of the broccoli florets and would be hard to make. Each one of them was
designed with a unique idea of holding the broccoli.

The broccoli holders in figure 14 and 15 were made of galvanized sheet metal because we
needed the optimum size that fits any floret dimension. This sheet metal holder was light weight
and easy to modify for different sized florets.

After rapid prototyping different holder designs, it was necessary to modify them to adjust for
each angle change. The prototyped holder did not allow making changes during test since we had
to go back to the solid-works file to change and to rebuild the part again. For this reason, it was
necessary to build a broccoli holder that was easy to reshape during test without complexities.

After the observation described in the previous paragraph, the team decided to use galvanized
steel sheet of 1/8th thickness. This decision was made based on material properties of corrosion
resistance and flexibility. Because the test prototype was mainly used for cutting purposes, we
did not take in account food safety. Food regulations require clean materials to be used in the
construction of equipments like this. The final product will be constructed using those food
safety materials.

The first broccoli holder model that was tested during the second day of testing was a four petals
holder. Figure 14shows the direction in which this holder moved. The two rear petals provide
normal forces that counteracted the forces introduced when the florets passed under the cutting
stream of water. The center piece of this holder, just as it is described below, had the purpose of
holding the steam. However, after a series of tests, we observed that the floret was getting
disoriented when loading the holder, and by the vibration of the chain. Thus, it was necessary to
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modify the holder to keep the broccoli in one position at all times. This model also came in
contract with the stream of water and the cutting action of the jets was shearing the holder
because of its wide dimension.

Figure 14. Four Petals Holder

After redesigning the holders shown in figure 14, a new design came from this design. The new
design shown in figure 15 provided the feature of locking the floret in one position after it was
loaded. The main idea here was a conical, three petals holder.

Figure 15. Three petals holder

Instead having four petals, a design formed of three petals was the most convenient design. By
having three petals, the holding device gave more adjusting room for the holder to not come in
contact with the stream of water. Just as shown in the figure above, these holders were easy to
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mount on the chain and they were easy to bend in order for them to pass free under the cutting
stream. These holders were mounted on the chain in a way that the single petal pointed toward
the cutting nozzles. The reason to do this was that the steam of the florets rested on the space
between the two back petals. The rear petals provided normal forces on the sides and the front
petal provided the locking action once the floret passed under the cutting stream of water.

Figure 16. Fabrication of a three petals holder

The fabrication of the final design was very simple as shown in figure 16. A total number of 14
broccoli holders were fabricated to fit to the conveying chain link. These three petal broccoli
holders were riveted on L-shape small flange mounts.

On the first day and before testing the final broccoli holder, we tested several other broccoli
holder designs, figures 17 and 18, which were rapid prototyped. During testing, we tested several
other broccoli holder designs, which were rapid prototyped. We learned that we needed to make
adjustments on the rapid prototyped broccoli holders, which helped come up with the best
broccoli holder design. The broccoli holder shown in the figure below is an example of a
broccoli holder which lacked certain characteristics for conveying varying broccoli sizes in a
satisfactory manner.
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Figure 17. Prototyped broccoli holder
The main idea behind the holder shown in figure 17 is to hold the broccoli in a horizontal
position so the jets could be able to cut the broccoli in quarters. Some assumptions were made
such as the length of the broccoli always being at least 1 to 2 inches giving the broccoli the
opportunity to stay in place. The two countersunk holes on the surface of the holder are for the
washers and for the head of the screws to be flush with the surface of the holder in order to
prevent intervention with the broccoli. Unfortunately, this holder did not work due to the
variation of broccoli stem sizes. During the testing, it was found that the majority of the broccoli
did not have stem at all and once placed on the holder it was impossible for the broccoli to keep
its horizontal position. Also, the width was oversized making the water jets hit the extremities of
the holder.

One of the main objectives of the testing prototype was to design an efficient holding
mechanism; for this reason, we prototyped other broccoli holders, shown in the figure 18, to test
and make observations to build the final mechanism. The broccoli holder in figure 18 (a) lacked
side support and keeping the broccoli stem in a horizontal position for various broccoli sizes.
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Figure 18. Several prototyped broccoli holders with width W and length L.

The rapid prototyped broccoli holder shown in figure 18 (b) was too wide which affected the
angle variation due to its interference with the water jets. The curved conical section was too
long allowing the broccoli floret heads to slide along the direction of the holder’s length. This
design lacked keeping the broccoli stable as well. In figure 22 (c), the broccoli holder lacks
keeping various size broccoli stable since it its curvature allows the holder to roll. Holders’ (d-f )
from figure 18were not able to convey different broccoli sizes maintaining their stem horizontal.
Holder (d) was too wide and holder (e) was too tall. The holders in figure 18 (g), (h) were not
able to accommodate different sizes and lacked side support. Testing this broccoli holder helped
us think about stability and keep the holder width short to design better broccoli holders.

12.3. Guiding Rails
Another important component of the cutting system to be tested is the guiding V-rail
configuration. The main purpose of the guiding V-rail was to keep the broccoli florets in place as
they were moved through the water jets. The florets needed to remain on the conveyor belt in a
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horizontal position before and after being cut. After the cut, the florets had to be easily removed
from the holder to a container without falling from the holder. Figure 19 shows how the V-rails
provided guidance and lateral support to the moving florets. This V-rail was designed to reduce
surface friction for easy displacement of the florets. The V-rails were made of galvanized steel
with a coefficient of friction of 0.18. After running a series of tests, we noticed that the florets
were being disoriented also from the friction action of the rails. For this reason, it was necessary
to add Teflon tape to reduce the friction.

Figure 19. V-Rail Configuration

Figure 20 shows the rails with Teflon tape applied for the reduction of the friction. This
adjustment made the broccoli florets to move smoother across the conveyor. From this
configuration it was learned that it is necessary to have smooth rails for the movement of the
broccoli and to produce good quality cuts. In the final design it’s going to be necessary to add
guiding rails to keep the broccolis oriented in the right direction.

Figure 20. V-Rail with a frictionless tape
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12.4. Energy Dissipation Tank
During the testing of the conveyor and cutting water system, we observed the behavior of the
water jet as it cut through the broccoli and as it went through the rail holes uninterrupted as
shown in figure 21. The length of the cutting line, uniform emerging beam that looks like a fine
monofilament, is about 3 inches. After the cutting line went through the rails and broccoli, the
uniform jet breaks into fine mist with increasing diameter, and a dispersing mist of water reaches
the floor. From our previous observation, we decided that a 3 feet deep energy dissipation tank
would be unnecessary, and instead of a dissipation tank, we need a way to deal with the
unwanted mist and vapor. Possible solutions for are to put a hood to expel the vapor to the
outside or to use condensers to condense the vapor into water. We would have to enclose the
testing assembly for implementing any of the two previous solutions.

Figure 21. Water jet behavior during cutting and in between cutting

As it was anticipated from our research and verified during our testing, the water jets produce
lots of noise. Through the testing process we used ear plugs in order to reduce the sound
produced by the jets. The pump also produces a loud noise but the noise coming from the jets is
much higher. In order to provide a safe cutting mechanism to our sponsor we need to reduce the
noise level by putting a casing around the most of the conveyor and only leaving some open
areas for the broccoli to be loaded and unloaded from the conveyor belt.
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The tuning of the structure took adjustments on the vertical, horizontal, and angular orientation.
After conducting a series of cutting tests to find the best cutting angle, the cutting nozzles were
constrained to the following dimensions:

Table 6. Geometric parameters of final test
h jet intersection

1.625 in

θ Nozzle

60 degrees

The dimensions shown in table 6 were obtained by measuring directly the intersection of the
cutting stream. By turning off the hydraulic pump and keeping the pneumatic actuator open, we
were able to measure the intersection while the water pressure decreased as shown in figure 22.
In this figure, the streams of water are under the arrows.

Figure 22. Point of intersection of cutting stream

The point of intersection described in figure 22 became the average height to the center of an
average floret size. By adjusting this height, we were able to cut the florets in four parts. Gold
Coast packages broccoli florets in three main sizes. Thus, the cutting setting was adjusted to
produce in one cut the three main required sizes.
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Figure 223. Final geometric set up of a final test

e
for
With the set up shown in figure 23, the system cut the broccoli in four parts good enough
packaging. Because it was difficult to obtain four parts of identical sizes, we decided to produce
the three desirable cuts, pizza cut, mini, and regular in a single cut.
After the conduction of the needed tests, the final design will be constructed based on collected
results. Table 7 shows a summary
mmary of the final results. These results will be useful for Gold Coast
to conduct more tests or to build the final cutting system.

We researched several water jet manufacturing companies during the first and second quarter.
After our research we discovered Flow Corp and KMT Water jet Systems Inc were both really
good possible seller candidates for obtaining the water jet cutting mechanism. At the beginning
of the project Albert Gonzalez and Flow Corp already had had some contact, but our team got
more attention and help from Skip Reyno
Reynolds,
lds, KMT area manager. Both companies were good
candidates, and we decided to choose the best one based on lowest price for the water jet cutting
system.

The
he water jet cutting slitter system from flow Corp cost is $173,100 with an installation and run
off cost of $23,300, therefore, the total cost for a Flow Corp water cutting system is $196,400.
We never received an actual quote for purchasing the KMT water jet equipment, but the sponsor
informed us that the total price for purchasing the system is about $75,000. Flow Corp refused
leasing the equipmentt needed for our testing. KMT on the other hand, agreed to lease the right
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equipment needed for completing our testing. As for the water pump, cutting heads, piping, and
installation, KMT industries has provided an estimate of $7,680 to lease the equipment; a
summary can be seen in table 8.

Due to the support received, the good price for purchasing the equipment, and option of leasing
their equipment, made KMT the best choice for purchasing our water jet cutting system. The
total cost for the testing prototype which includes KMTs hydraulic system estimate and both
installation labor and parts turned out to be $14,357.08 see Appendix E.

Table 8. Hydraulic System Estimate

13. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
To conclude this report the highlights and shortcomings discovered through the prototype testing
procedure will be highlighted and recommendations will be made as to how to overcome the
obstacles encountered. The biggest shortcoming of the prototype testing was the low
experimental production rate. A production rate of 553.4 lb/hr was achieved based on
extrapolating the time required to cut ten pounds of broccoli. The limiting factor of the
production rate was the speed at which the conveyor had to be run to allow for manual loading.
The conveyor could run at much higher speeds that would have enabled the required production
rate of 4500 lb/hr but it became physically implausible to load at a belt speed of 2 ft/s. To
overcome this limitation it is recommended that an automated loading process be developed to
work in conjunction with the cutting machine. The simplest orientation to load the broccoli
would be in the upright position with the top of the floret facing up and the stem facing down.
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One possible method for achieving this position are shakers with slots so that the stems fall into
the slots and the floret face upwards. Another option would be to float the broccoli in channels as
it naturally float in this orientation due to the air that gets trapped in the less dense floret tops. As
discussed with the sponsor an intermittent motion conveyor with larger cups may facilitate closer
cup placement, easier loading, and thus a greater production rate.

The second largest flaw of the prototype test was that a product weight loss of 7.5% resulted
from the cutting process. It is believed that the high value of the weight loss was due to the jets
ricocheting off of the holders and blasting back into the florets. The ricocheting water jet would
blow back into the floret from the bottom up and made quite a mess on the Plexiglas shielding as
well. To minimize the effect of the ricocheting, holders that do not come into contact, or come
into contact as little as possible, should be utilized. If the surface where the jet does come into
contact with the jets are rounded or angled and not planar the deflection could be aimed away
from the broccoli so as not to blow back into the product. The amount of product loss due to the
actual cutting process should be very minimal in comparison to the value obtained by the
prototype testing. The cutting diameter of the jets is only .005 inches which should not be
causing the nearly 10% weight loss witnessed in the timed trials.
When looking at the shelf life aspect of the water jet cuts it was found that the faster the
conveyor was run the cleaner the cuts appeared to be. This is a good thing since we are aiming
for a fast production rate. Vibration is another factor in determining the cleanness of cut. The
chain link and gear system resulted in a somewhat bumpy conveyance motion that resulted in
some jagged cuts. In the testing of the shelf life some of the cuts were showing browning on the
edges after 12 days and the cut areas appeared drier than the rest of the floret. At sixteen days the
same problems were occurring. It is recommended that the conveyance motion be as fast as
possible and that the conveyor provide as little belt vibration as possible. To cure the browning
some sort of a preserving dip or rinse may be considered.

It was found that the jet’s energy depreciated with increasing distance from the nozzle much
more rapidly than assumed. The energy core of the jet was harmless to the human hand at a
distance of approximately three feet. The jet would cut through the thin aluminum used as the
guide rail at a distance of 6 inches from the nozzle. This discovery leads to the realization that a
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much shallower water bath could be used to dissipate the jets energy. It is recommended that
more tests be conducted to determine optimal water bath depth. Another correlation to the jet’s
energy and damage effects was the realization that they did not cut through the broccoli holding
mechanisms where they came into contact during cutting as fast as was expected. A thin line was
visible after all of the testing trials but no major damage to the structural integrity of the holders
resulted. This leads to the possibility of changing the jet orientation and conveyor configuration
to allow the jets to contact a robust wire mesh conveyor. This method was in some of the testing
videos during the research gathering phase but was discounted due to feedback from the sales
representatives of the water jet vendors. This discovery conflicts with our previous findings that
the jets must not contact the conveyor or any other part of the machine because they would be
consumed and destroyed relatively fast. The discovery that the jets may be dissipated by a
shallow water bath and that they may come into contact with hard metal or other hard materials
makes many of the other designs that were rejected earlier in the project feasible. It is
recommended that the pervious ideas be re-evaluated in light of this discovery. Of particular note
is the original concept of conical cup shaped broccoli holding devices with slits in them being
conveyed on a wire mesh conveyor. To protect the conveyor the wire mesh could be submerged
under a shallow water bath in the cutting area.
With these findings a better design can be developed that will satisfy all of the previously
defined design requirements and possibly exceed them. Through the testing process many
realizations were made about how to better apply the technology of water jet cutting to reducing
broccoli floret size. As a team many challenges were met and overcome. Lessons were learned
and experience was gained through this project that will aid us as we enter the work force and
face design challenges present in the tumultuous society evolving around us.
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14. APPENDICES
A) Gantt Chart (Progress Project Schedule)
B) Quality Function Deployment (House of Quality)
C) Testing Planning Methods and Results
D) Decision Matrices
-Cutting Mechanism
-Positioning/Moving
-Conveyor
E) KMT Hydraulic System Equipment Lease
F) Solid Works Drawings
-System Design Exploded View
- Conveyor Frame
-Safety Housing
-Water Tank
-Drive Shaft
-Conveyor Belt
-Broccoli Holder Support
-Conveyor Belt Holder
-Belt Support Shaft
-Broccoli Holder Rail
-Water Nozzle
-Water Bracket
-Jet Bracket Front
-Jet Carriage
-Test Prototype Assembly
 Conveyor table
 Side members
 Slotted cross member
 L-Nozzle bracket
 Conveyor belt
 Belt roller
 Slotted disk
G) KMT Waterjet Cost Estimate
H) Conveyor Systems Literature
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